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ABSTRACT

The base of the allochthonous Vourinos ophiolite is exposed in the region of the Zavordhas Monastery, in
north-central Greece. The area is mapped to reveal the nature of the complex, and the structure of the
underlying units prior to flooding planned for 2009. Data from fold and fault structures, and stratigraphic
and foliation data from these units is used to constrain the geological history of the area.

The ophiolitic complex in the mapped area comprises variably serpentinised harzburgite, interpreted as
being formed in an upper mantle supra-subduction zone setting (Smith and Rassios, 2003). It overlies a
zeolite to epidote-amphibolite facies mélange comprising: phyllites and other low grade metasediments and
metatuffs, separated by a thin (~2m thick) discontinuous band of amphibolite facies metabasite, apparently
welded to the base of the ophiolite along a moderate to steeply- dipping emplacement thrust. A steep reverse
fault marks the lower boundary of the mélange, underlain by autochthonous, primarily neritic TriassicJurassic limestones and phyllites, intruded by a narrow gabbroic dyke-sill, attributed to a Triassic rifting
period (Dilek, unpublished).

Supra-subduction zone formation of the ophiolitic complex is supported by the high-Ti mineralogy of the
amphibolite. Forearc emplacement by partial continental subduction is suggested as a possible mechanism
explaining the lithological sequences exposed. Regional northeasterly-easterly emplacement is indicated by
folding of units within the underlying Ayios Nicolaos Mélange, whilst harzburgite foliations and short
wavelength, contact adjacent z-folds record a later, more local emplacement-related deformation, possibly
due to ophiolitic fragmentation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Geological Setting
Throughout mainland Greece, the effects of closure of the Tethys and associated basins are clearly evident.
Triassic to Cretaceous closure of this ocean system created a series of southwest verging nappes and obduction of several allochthonous ophiolites, including the Vourinos, a Bajocian age section of the Pindos Basin,
on the western margin of the Neotethys (Rassios and Smith, 2003).

The Vourinos Complex is represented around the Zavordhas Monastery in northern-central Greece (Figure
1.1) by serpentinised harzburgite and dunite pods, sheared and faulted parallel to a basal thrust. Under this
lies a tectonic mélange comprising greenschist to epidote-amphibolite facies Jurassic metasediments, heavily
deformed and faulted against an underlying Triassic-Jurassic basement sequence of recrystallised primarily
neritic limestones (Zimmerman, 1972) (Figures 1.2-1.4). Figure 1.5 shows evolution of the Tethys during
Vourinos emplacement.

1.2 Objectives
This report concentrates on:
Revealing the structure, nature and relationships of the units in the Zavordhas area.
Deducing their possible origins.
Deriving a detailed tectonic history of the area.
Secondary objectives are to:
Determine and analyse the structural and metamorphic effect of ophiolite emplacement on subjacent
lithologies.
Propose a method of emplacement for the complex.
Establish a history of amphibolite and mélange development.
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Figure 1.1. Summary map of Greece with the location of the mapping area.
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Figure 1.2. Geological map of the Vourinos Ophiolite.
The mapped region is in the south half of the red dotted area, marked in black. Image courtesy of Dr. A. Rassios.
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Figure 1.3. Summary map of the area showing outline geological structure and names used in the report and field notebooks.
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Location of Vourinos

Figure 1.5. Tethyan evolution between 180Ma and 140Ma, around the time of Vourinos obduction (in the Bajocian).
Adapted from Stampfli and Borel, 2002.
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1.3 Topography and Exposure
The terrain within the mapped area consists of low hills of commonly very poor exposure, with cliffs facing
a generally well exposed river section. Numerous gullies leading to the River Aliakmon yield further,
occasionally good, exposure.

1.4 Logistics
Mapping was carried out for both this project and for the Institute of Geology and Mineral Exploration
(IGME), to whom we were responsible for reporting findings as industrial work experience. Funding and
1:5000 field slips were provided (via Dr. Rassios of IGME) by The Public Power Corporation of Greece,
responsible for impending flooding of the area (Figure 1.6).

Mapping was carried out over six weeks (Table 1.1), from the village school of Paliouria, using GPS for
positioning (Table 1.2). A similar area to that described here was studied by Louisa Whitlock, and Vincci
Lau (Figure 1.7), and mapping was carried out in collaboration with Robert Sparkes.
TOTAL DURATION OF FIELD TRIP 39 days
DURATION IN FIELD 30 days
on RECONNAISSANCE/LOGISTICS 9, including visits to Grevena for supplies/to report findings

TRANSPORT TO AND FROM AREA Hire Car, 20-30 minute journey

TEMPERATURE RANGE 14°C (early morning) - 43°C (early afternoon)
HOURS SPENT DAILY IN FIELD 08:00-14:00, 17:30-19:00 if sufficiently cooler
(approximate) restricted by light conditions and extremely high temperatures
Table 1.1. Logistics of the Summer 2006 Field Trip.

GRID SYSTEM

User Defined

ORIGIN

E021°47.733’

ORIGIN LOCATION

Limestone Hill Summit (Locality A)

SCALE

1.00000000

FALSE E (mt)

85245.0
-100000.0 (manually)

To fit grid defined by
The Public Power Corporation of Greece

FALSE N (mt)

4598148.0

COMPASS DECLINATION

~3° East of Grid North

Table 1.2. Global Positioning System and compass declination settings during mapping.
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Metres above level of the
River Aliakmon.

Figure 1.6. Topography of the mapped region, before (above) and after (below) flooding planned for 2009 on creation
of a hydroelectric dam. Present river level is at 360m above sea level - this is to be raised by around 40m on flooding
(to 403.6m).
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10

Figure 1.7. Topographic map of region around Zavordhas Monastery, with shaded areas revealing areas mapped by Whitlock and Lau, and Myhill and Sparkes, 2006.

mapped by Myhill and Sparkes only.

mapped by Myhill, Sparkes, Whitlock and Lau.

Zavordhas Monastery
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1.5 Previous work
Previous literature has focused on the origins of the Vourinos Complex. Early proposals (Moores, 1969) suggest an in situ melt body origin, whilst later hypotheses view the complex as allochthonous obducted oceanic
material (Zimmerman, 1972).
Conflicting ideas have been formulated on:
The emplacement direction of the Vourinos. These include southwestwards (Zimmerman, 1972) and
northeastwards (Rassios and Smith, 2003).
The temporal and spatial origins of the complex and subjacent mélange.
Development of ophiolite-related nappe stacking in Greece during Tethyan closure has been studied by Hinsbergen et al. (2005). Dating on ophiolitic and sole units (Spray et al., 1984; Liati et al., 2004), is relatively
consistent but reveals some problems for sole formation (Section 6).

The nomenclature of Triassic and Jurassic formations in this report broadly follows that used by Zimmerman
(1972). Individual units and structures are assigned names according to lithology and association by the author.
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2. ROCK DESCRIPTIONS/STRATIGRAPHY
The area exposes a Triassic to Jurassic sequence of neritic to intertidal carbonates (Zimmerman, 1972),
heavily recrystallised and intruded by mafic dykes and sills. This is unconformably overlain by the Jurassic
Ayios Nicolaos Formation, a tectonic mélange comprising neritic to shallow water sediments, mostly metamorphosed to greenschist facies. This formation is itself unconformably overlain by harzburgite, the base of
the Vourinos Complex. The emplacement thrust is often associated with a narrow discontinuous band of amphibolite. This stratigraphy is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Although mapped by Zimmerman (1972) as serpentine and
serpentine breccia, sufficient of the original mineralogy
remains to rename the lower sections of the ophiolite complex
as serpentinised harzburgite (Hzb) and dunite (Dun).
(Dun)

MAIN EMPLACEMENT THRUST

Described by Zimmerman (1972) as primarily phyllitic
mélange (AyPh), without detailed descriptions of the following
large exotic blocks:

Marble (AyMe) and underlying breccia (AyCg).
Serpentinite (Spt).
Panagia Carbonate Sequence (AyCs): dolomitic-limestones
and basal tuffs, and overlying Marble (AyM).
Tuffs (AyTu), and associated metasediments (AyPe).

BASAL AYIOS NICOLAOS THRUST
Assumed to be autochthonous basement.
Described by Zimmerman (1972) as
Triassic-Jurassic Marble and ascribed a neritic to
littoral environment of deposition.
In this report, further division into limestones
(recrystallised (PgM) and mylonitic (PgMy)),
a narrow (c. 40m) phyllite bed (PgPh), and
gabbroic intrusion (MtGb) has been carried out.
Ages as given by Zimmerman (1972) and Rassios and Smith (2003). Accurate dating relevant to the area has
only been carried out for the ophiolite and amphibolite sole, both dated at ~170Ma (Bajocian Stage).
†Complex faulting within the Ayios Nicolaos phyllite - original stratigraphic thickness unknown.
‡Mylonitic Marble metamorphic boundary omitted.

Figure 2.1. Stratigraphic column and explanation of units within the mapped area (1:10000 scale).
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Hzb

2.1. Vourinos Complex

Dun

Type locality: dd [-14493 28216]
The ophiolite is represented in the mapping area by heavily serpentinised (magnetite-rich) harzburgite
(Figure 2.2), with an isolated dunite pod around 50m in diameter. Cataclasite textures are common (Figure
2.3).

Over 200m from the basal thrust, lower serpentinisation yields:
Highly resistant rocks, with dun coloured weathered surfaces.
Clearly visible bronzites (bronze orthopyroxenes) to 7mm.
Significant residual olivine.
Common 2mm thick planar serpentinite veins (green, white, golden).
Rarely observed bronzite-rich layers, assumed to be ductile upper mantle shear fabrics.
Minor clinopyroxene, mantled by orthopyroxene, which is likely residual (Figure 2.4).
The dunite pod [-15343 27134] lacks pyroxene, but is otherwise similar to the harzburgite, with golden planar serpentine veins.

Closer to the base of the unit, pyroxenes become partially to completely pseudomorphed (cleavage and
shape often preserved) to waxy green serpentinite, and olivine is replaced by a black-green serpentinite. Increasing alteration yields waxy, often lime green and white fibrous serpentine on outcropping surfaces, and
a higher abundance of joints and shear bands (to ~50mm), containing veins of both massive and crystalline
serpentine, and occasionally clasts of harzburgite ripped from the unit.

Heavily serpentinised harzburgite (containing no relict pyroxenes) is commonly found within 20m of the
ophiolitic base (Section 3.1.1.). Completely black/dark green interiors of waxy, massive serpentinite yield a
low resistance formation often forming scree. Long serpentine crystals are visible in some veins to ~200mm.
White planar serpentine veins commonly
paralleling shear zones within the ophiolitic complex
Serpentine veins propogating
into harzburgite (itself ~90%
serpentine)
Serpentine texture rarely
visible within the Vourinos

10 mm

Figure 2.2. Late serpentine veining in very highly serpentinised harzburgite [-15238 27478].
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HAND SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
Melanocratic, heavily serpentinised, still highly resistant harzburgite. Coarsely crystalline, plutonic in nature, grains of
bronzite and orange-weathered olivines appear roughly equant to about 10 mm diameter. Cataclasite textures are
common, with broken fragments surrounded by black serpentine (below):

Large reflective bronzite (orthopyroxene)
crystals to ~10mm with two cleavages
at 87 degrees.
Serpentine forms black veins
(magnetite rich) enveloping material.

Altered olivine, weathering orange, as
groundmass and smaller phenocrysts.

Cataclasite texture.
15 mm

Figure 2.3. Hand specimen description : Sample from locality dd [-14493 28216].
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THIN SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION

CHROME SPINEL ~ 2%

BRONZITES ~ 23%

Deep red under plane polarised

Residual, common, often broken

light, isotropic mineral

(cataclasite texture). Cleavage

Curving cracks

still visible. Some crystals strained.

Some crystals show subhedral

Low first order interference colours

hexagonal habit

OLIVINE ~ 50%

SERPENTINE ~ 48%

Present as small crystals within original

First order grey interference

clasts. Heavily fractured,

colours.

particularly adjacent to

1 mm

Forms both colourless fibrous

bronzite crystals.

masses (top right), and veins

Second order interference,

cross-cutting residual harzburgite

2V ~90° - Mg-rich

clasts, preferentially through olivines

OLIVINE IN
Interference colour boundaries

ORTHOPYROXENE

appear to suggest original 120°

Uncommon, small,

triple grain boundaries

rounded crystals
to ~0.1mm

MODAL PROPORTIONS:
Within residual ‘clasts’
(Total ~48%):

ol

ha

rz b

ite
h rl

Clinopyroxene ~1%

u rg

Orthopyroxene (Bronzite) ~45%

Chrome Spinel ~2%

we

ite

Olivine ~54%

lherzolite

Serpentine ~48%
pyroxenites

Magnetite ~2%

cpx

opx

1 mm

ROCK TYPE: SERPENTINISED HARZBURGITE
Emplacement induces fragmentation, then infilled by serpentine deposited by percolating fluids below ~400°C.
Figure 2.4. Petrographic Observations : Sample from locality dd [-14493 28216]. Images taken in plane polarised light
(above), and under crossed polars (below). Thin section courtesy of R. Sparkes.
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2.2. Amphibolite
Type locality: md [-16060 26740]
Consistently welded to the base of the ophiolite, this unit forms a discontinuous band averaging 2m thick
(maximum ~4m), never observed within the mélange. It is generally mid-green to black but sometimes blue,
extremely hard and completely crystalline. Mylonitisation and mineral separation (Figure 2.5) are occasionally visible and likely occurred during emplacement.

UP

W

E

50 mm

Figure 2.5. Exposed section of the amphibolite at me [-15992 26770] marking the base of the ophiolite complex. Faulting
represents late stage deformation. Banding is of metamorphic origin - the stippled unit is particularly amphibole-rich.

Interpretation:
Bulk composition indicates a basaltic protolith metamorphosed to epidote-amphibolite facies
(Figures 2.6-2.8).
The high-Ti compositions (Figures 2.6, 2.7) are highly unusual for basalts.
Similar compositions have been observed in basaltic flows in the Josephine Ophiolite, California,
and so composition may indicate a comparable protolith origin, by rift propogation within existing
oceanic crust (Harper, 2003) (Figure 6.5).
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HAND SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
Completely crystalline, resistant, heavily sheared metamorphic rock. Crystals to ~1mm, black amphiboles with plagioclase banded with almost pure plagioclase (not within section) sheared into ribbons, spaced around 3cm apart.
Groundmass appears slightly green-brown (composed of hornblende and epidote-clinozoisite).

THIN SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
PLAGIOCLASE~20%

SPHENE ~3%

Mostly altered to clays,

Crystals to around 0.2mm,

original crystals often

as inclusions within all other

very difficult to discern

phases (early growth)

Rarely, large crystals

High relief, extreme 4th

freshly preserved.

order interference colours
Subhedral diamond
sphenoidal shape
Relatively abundant.
Indicates high Ti

HORNBLENDE ~60%

content of rock.

Low 2nd order interference colours
1 mm

Well developed 56° cleavage
within anhedral (rapidly crystallised?)
crystals to ~1mm, compositionally zoned.
Cores brown, interpreted as Ti-rich.
Rims green, Fe-rich*.

CLINOZOISITE ~15%
Very small anhedral
crystals.
Low 2nd order anomalous
interference colours, pale
brown in plane polarised light.

PLANE POLARISED LIGHT
0.5 mm

0.5 mm

SERPENTINE ~2%
Present only as late stage veins and crack infill.
Crystals often feathery in appearance.
* Ti partitions into hornblende at high temperature this zoning therefore indicates temperature evolution
within the amphibolite.

ROCK TYPE: EPIDOTE-AMPHIBOLITE FACIES METABASALT (history as for md)
Figure 2.6. Petrographic Observations : Sample from locality nd [-15205 27384].
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HAND SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
Exposed only between

very minor offsets along cracks

harzburgite and phyllite,

infilled with plagioclase.

as a roughly 2m thick unit.

heavily sheared, minerals within
rock metamorphic in origin.
mm-scale blue green -white
banded lithology.

1 cm

SPHENE ~5%

THIN SECTION DESCRIPTION

High relief, extreme (fourth order) interference colours
Relatively abundant, crystals to around 0.2mm
Subhedral diamond sphenoidal shape

EPIDOTE ~ 15%

Indicates high Ti content of rock.

Brown-yellow under plane polarised light
- indicates high Fe content
High anomalous 2nd order interference
colours - low clinozoisite content

APATITE ~3%
1 mm

Mid-low relief accessory mineral
Subhedral to euhedral hexagonal

Forming subhedral crystals to ~0.25mm.

crystals to 0.2mm, associated with
hornblende rich bands.

PLAGIOCLASE ~ 25%
Extremely altered, breaking down
to white mica, chlorite and clays
Appears slightly dusty.
Both enveloped by and
enveloping hornblende and
epidote, implying two phases
of growth.
Visible twins give twin angles of:
14, 10, 15, 12, 15, 13, 15, 9, 12, 14, 15

HORNBLENDE ~45%

(degrees)

Large unstrained crystals to 2mm

Maximum value gives composition: An32
CHLORITE ~2%
Very minor anhedral component
Phase appears to be nucleating
around edge of altered plagioclase.

forming bands. Also enveloping
WHITE MICA ~5%

epidote as a minor component within

Possibly sericite

epidote-plagioclase bands.

Forming as an alteration of

Clearly aligned parallel to mm-scale

plagioclase as extremely fine

banding.

needle like crystals, often

Blue-green, yellow-green and brown

aligned with twin planes.

pleochroic, low 2nd order interference
colours.

Figure 2.7. Petrographic Observations : Sample from locality md [-16060 26740]. Thin section courtesy of R. Sparkes.
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A

+qtz

Ky, And, Sill
St
Crd

An
Ep, Zo
Prh
Grs

+ab

ACF plot, with location of sample,

+H2O

assuming stable phases at peak metamorphic conditions
were plagioclase, epidote and iron rich hornblende.

Alm
Chl

Position outside the typical metabasite field (dotted),
suggests some intermediate nature in original protolith

Hbl

C Cc

Cpx

Wol

Act

Dol

Ath

consistent with rift formation.
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d

600
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700
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Crystallisation history
Peak temperature

Initial crystallisation
plagioclase
augite

unknown timing

hornblende
sphene
epidote
apatite
chlorite
mica

Vourinos Emplacement
Augites sheared into bands
time

ROCK TYPE: EPIDOTE-AMPHIBOLITE FACIES METABASALT
ROCK HISTORY:
Originally a high Fe-Ti basalt.
On emplacement, the basalt was welded onto the base of the complex.
Welding onto still hot ophiolitic material, and intense shearing visible in both hand specimen and thin section,
created metamorphic conditions allowing epidote-amphibolite facies minerals to develop.
Figure 2.8. Interpretation of Petrographic Observations : Sample from locality md [-16060 26740].
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AyPh

2.3. Ayios Nicolaos Formation
2.3.1 Mélange matrix: Metapelites
Type locality gh [-14020 27856]

Underlying the ophiolite, the formation is composed mostly of highly variable metapelites, often with
visibly sheared and folded beds, especially close to the contact. Exotic blocks (allochthonous units faulted
into the matrix), are also common (Figure 2.9).
Within 10m below the main emplacement thrust, highly resistant brown/green schists (crystals to 1mm) are
commonly exposed, with highly sheared quartz veins to 15mm.
Within metres of the limestone contact, bedding is poorly preserved in a highly micaceous, heavily foliated
(contact-parallel), soft green brown phyllite. Further from the contact pelites can take the form of:
Brown, extremely soft, moderately fissile silt (>90%) and claystones, with poorly developed or absent micaceous sheen on 1-4mm laminations.
A highly resistant, possibly silicified mudstone (non-calcareous) with 1-4mm laminations and clear
brown and green cross bedding (Figure 2.10), exposed at [-14744 27260].
More highly metamorphosed pale green and brown fissile phyllites (Figure 2.11), with increasingly
well-developed, commonly chloritic, occasionally white mica sheens. Crenulations are occasionally
visible, plunging down dip. Cross bedding uncommon, this lithology typically weathers orangebrown when exposed [-14020 27856] (Figure 2.12).
Rarely exposed 10-20mm thick fine-sandstone beds. All can contain quartz/calcite veins; more highly calcareous units are non-fissile and crenulation-absent.
UP
W

E

269/43
Large dark blocks of carbonate and metasediment
resting within a sheared phyllitic matrix

20 cm

Figure 2.9. Typical mélange with exotic blocks exposed at jc [-17617 26118]. Photo courtesy of R. Sparkes.
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UP
Brittle bed deformation

S

N

lichen

lichen

Prominent bed
truncation

270/51
strike and dip directions in degrees

lichen
30 mm

Figure 2.10. Clear cross laminations in extremely resistant mudstones at locality cg [-14744 27260].
UP
225°

045°

Folds develop from sheared beds

10 cm

to rounded and then to chevron folds,
before returning to sheared beds

Figure 2.11. Paper-like laminations and northeast verging folds in seritic phyllite in roadcut at locality gb [-13586 28606].
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HAND SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
Dark grey fine grained micaceous phyllite. Laminations about 2mm thick marked by colour changes and micaceous
surfaces, sometimes slightly calcareous. Crenulation cleavage and strong evidence of shearing visible especially in
discontinuous white mica (?sericite) rich bands.

THIN SECTION DESCRIPTION

ORGANICS
Extremely fine grained
residue, creating dark
colouration in mica-rich.
layers

QUARTZ ~80%
SERICITE ~15%

Anhedral colourless crystals, with

White mica, extremely fine grained,

low first order interference colours
Recrystallised, with sutured contacts. Larger

1 mm

showing extremely clear

Crystals are strained, and are commonly

crenulation cleavage in

found adjacent to calcite bands.

boudinaged, originally sedimentary
bands.

CALCITE ~5%
Colourless, high 3rd order
Interference colours
Recrystallised into large blocky crystals.
Clearly folded by shearing into discontinuous
Z-folds (here pictured as top to left shearing).

ROCK TYPE: SERICITIC PHYLLITE
ROCK HISTORY
Originally interbedded marine limes and muds.
Burial of sediments on ophiolite emplacement induced metamorphism.
Mica formed, and stresses caused recrystallisation of quartz and calcite.
Recrystallised bands refolded.
Figure 2.12. Petrographic Observations : Sample from locality gh [-14020 27856]. Images taken in plane polarised light
(above), and under crossed polars (below).
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AyMe AyCg

2.3.2. Limestone and Carbonate ‘Conglomerate’

Above a subhorizontal thrust contact, a poorly bedded, fine grained white-grey carbonate forms the limestone hill. At its base (type locality: fz [-14724 27654]), the lithology becomes clearly bedded, comprising
rounded to sub-angular clasts, cemented by a commonly brown carbonate matrix (Figure 2.13). The unexposed limestone-‘conglomerate’ contact is likely gradational. An absence of polygonal forms makes it likely
that this is a breccia, rather than desiccated sediment. Bed preservation and subrounded clasts suggest brecciation at elevated temperatures, possibly by emplacement of the exotic block itself.

Slight ‘tearing’ of carbonate implies a
certain degree of ductility during faulting.

UP
S

N

10 cm
Rounded edges to clasts.

Clasts clearly elongate parallel to bedding.

UP
Significant brown calcareous matrix
W

in some regions between clasts.

E

Lack of serpentine suggests faulting
and final lithification prior to direct
ophiolite emplacement.

10 cm

Figure 2.13.

Above: Limestone ‘conglomerate’ at fz [-14724 27654], redrawn from field notebook and photograph.
Below: Clear bedding within conglomerate, with siliceous veining. Photo courtesy of R. Sparkes.
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AyCs

2.3.3. Panagia Carbonate sequence
Type locality: dr [-16482 26140]

At the type locality, the unit is heavily sheared parallel to bedding, with often equal proportions of white
calcite, and red and green dolomite-rich 1- 15mm thick calcareous bands (Figure 2.14). The red-green
colouration is due to oxidized/reduced iron (cubic pyrite crystals common, to 7mm).

At the base of the unit, an extremely resistant fine grained black/green metasedimentary unit is exposed
(possibly tuffaceous, Figure 2.15).

Where the block appears to narrow at je [-17277 26116], a breccia of subangular to angular clasts to ~60mm
of the above lithologies is exposed, with ~3% diagenetic quartz infilling voids.

N

Pinch and swell structures and
boudinage of original bedding.

W
E
S
260/80

Sheared material often green,
flowing around coarser grained white
50 mm

and red bands and boudins.

Figure 2.14. A typical section of the Panagia Carbonate Sequence as observed at type locality dr [-16482 26140].
Large regions dominant in green beds are also occasionally exposed.

Interpretation:
This marine sequence contains little clastic input and was thus likely deposited far from the
continental margin, possibly as a distal turbidite succession.
Brecciation probably occurred during mélange creation.
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HAND SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
Very hard non-calcareous lithology, extremely fine grained.
Foreign clasts, subangular, incorporated
into fine grained material.

Clearly sheared layers, discontinuous,
in light and dark greens and blacks.

Shearing appears to be concentrated between
black bands, revealing fish and boudin structures.

THIN SECTION DESCRIPTION

20 mm

KINEMATIC INDICATORS
Extremely clear, here suggesting shearing ‘top-to-left’.
Possibly evidence of turbulent flow within layers?

2 mm

PREDOMINANTLY GLASSY

TUFFACEOUS

Extremely fine grained and crystalline

Some structures appear similar to marine tuffs.

material - cooled rapidly.

ROCK TYPE: POSSIBLE LAYERED TUFFS
ROCK HISTORY
Material too fine grained or glassy to derive a detailed history.
Assumed to be marine due to associated overlying carbonates.
Some evidence of tectonic shearing, although this may be syndepositional, formed during sedimentary flow.
Figure 2.15. Petrographic Observations : Sample from locality nv [-17743 26032]. Images taken in plane polarised
light (left), and under crossed polars (right).
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AyM

2.3.4. Marble
Type locality: mu [-16628 26218]

Overlying the Panagia Carbonate Sequence is a narrow (~20-30m thick) highly resistant marble unit. Coarse
interlocking crystals range from 2 to 8mm, and exhibit little colour variation (light grey to white). Occasionally, faint bedding is revealed by weathering differences on a 1m scale, and slight colour variations on a 34mm scale.
Contact with the Carbonate Sequence is found at [-16303 26322], and appears sedimentary.

Interpretation:
Conformable with Carbonate Sequence.
Sheared phyllites and discontinuous nature of unit along the northern edge suggest a faulted contact.
High resistance of unit suggests block termination along northern contact due to softer sediments
shearing off the block during melange development.

2.3.5. Metatuffs

AyTu

Type locality: le [-16587 26108]
A folded exotic block in the southwest of the area comprises green, black and white moderately to finely
crystalline lithologies containing subhedral epidote, amphibole, and plagioclase to ~1mm (Figures 2.162.18). Folded laminations of epidosite are occasionally observed.

Interpretation:
Composition indicates greenschist facies metamorphism of a mafic protolith.
Adjacent metasediments (Section 2.3.6.) suggest a marine origin.
Banding and continuous nature of lithology supports the hypothesis of a tuffaceous protolith.
Possible collapsed scoria bands (Figure 2.16) may indicate partial welding of this protolith.
Possibly similar to tuffs documented by Zimmerman (1972).
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HAND SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
White black and green finely crystalline (crystals to ~1mm) rock, weathering to browns.
Possible evidence of layering, although the rock itself appears relatively homogeneous. Offsets on calcite veins
(~2mm thick) reveal minor faults and joints.
Large voids to around 1cm occur with short axes perpendicular to layering.

THIN SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
PLAGIOCLASE ~25%
Altering to clays.

ISOTROPIC GLASS ~5%

Forms groundmass as

Quenched from melt.

very finely crystalline laths.

Brown under plain-polarised light.
Shows evidence of
ignimbrite-fiammé structures collapsed scoria?

Resemble FIAMMÉ, filled
with surrounding greenschist
facies minerals.

2 mm

QUARTZ ~20%
Abundant in veins with trace calcite
Also some evidence of very small
quartz crystals boudinaged within
groundmass - originally layered?

1 mm

HORNBLENDE ~40%
Extremely small equant crystals.
Green - yellow-green pleochroic
Aligned into gently folded (rippled)
layers.

ROCK TYPE: WELDED ASH-FLOW IGNIMBRITE
Figure 2.16. Petrographic Observations : Sample from locality lc [-17440 25996]. Images taken in plane polarised light
(above), and under crossed polars (below). Thin section courtesy of R. Sparkes.
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HAND SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
Resistant lithology, weathering to browns. Evidence of
folding in rare discontinuous curved epidosite veins.
Extremely fine grained mid-green groundmass. Crystals not visible under hand lens.
15 mm

THIN SECTION DESCRIPTION
CALCITE
In discontinuous bands.
Verging direction parallels

ACTINOLITE ~ 30%

plagioclase lath orientation,

Extremely fine crystals,

suggesting bedding-parallel

2nd order birefringence

layering.

in elongate forms just
visible under 40x
magnification.

PLAGIOCLASE ~ 60%

Poorly aligned.

Altering to clays,
appearing dusty at high power.
Agglomerates of plagioclase crystals
EPIDOTE ~ 30% (in veins)

less altered (origin unknown) - visible twins
1 mm

give twin angles of:

Subhedral, revealing simple

9, 16, 13, 14, 16, 17, 15, 12, 15, 16

twins (occasional).

Maximum value gives (volcanic)

Anomalously bright 2nd order

composition: An22

birefringence.

MODAL PROPORTIONS:
Within groundmass:
Plagioclase ~60%

ALIGNMENT

(altering to clays)

of plagioclase needles

Actinolite ~30%

parallel to direction

Opaques ~5%

of shear.

Chlorite ~3%
Epidote ~2%

CHLORITE ~ 3%

Within discontinuous layers/veins:

Forms at the edge of

Calcite ~60%

sheared calcite bands

Epidote ~30%

preferentially at points

Quartz ~10%

ROCK TYPE: GREENSCHIST FACIES TUFF

of low stress.

ROCK HISTORY: Deposited as layers of ash, separated by narrow discontinuous bands of carbonates, suggesting a
marine environment of deposition. No evidence of welding in this thin section. Ophiolite emplacement is proposed to
have caused recrystallisation and growth of metamorphic phases (actinolite, epidote), and to have imposed the fabrics visible above. Late stage veins growth deposited further calcite and quartz.
Figure 2.17. Petrographic Observations : Sample from locality le [-16587 26108]. Images taken in plane polarised light
(above), and under crossed polars (below).
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ACF plot
Location of sample, assuming stable phases during
peak metamorphic conditions were plagioclase,
+qtz

epidote and actinolite.

A

+ab

Ky, And, Sill

+H2O

St
Crd

An
Ep, Zo
Prh
Grs

Alm
Chl

Hbl

Ath

C Cc
Wol

Cpx

Act

Dol

F

Opx
Tlc

Composition lies within the region comprising
metamorphosed arc andesites and dacites (dotted),
supporting evidence of subduction zone volcanism,
and thus a supra-subduction zone ophiolite.

Crystallisation history
Original deposition

Vourinos Emplacement

Peak temperature

plagioclase
augite
hornblende
actinolite
epidote
chlorite
clays

Deformation by folding
prior to final emplacement
Figure 2.18. Petrographic Observations : Sample from locality le [-16587 26108].
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AyPe

2.3.6. Inter-tuff metasediments
Type locality: la [-17771 25904]

Between tuff layers along sedimentary contacts [-17347 25984, -17779 25760, -16548 26104] highly
variable metasedimentary units are occasionally exposed. Narrow (1m) beds of chert, quartzite and red and
green limestones are found within green-blue sericite-phyllites (Figure 2.19). To the north, the exotic block
is faulted against the carbonates of Section 2.3.3. Evidence includes a serpentine breccia [-17382 26076],
and highly foliated serpentinite common along the length of the contact [-16778 26226, -17781 26008, 17743 26032].
1m chert layer in places banded (as here), in
quartz rich resistant beds as at kz [-17799 25882].

others appears stretched/boudinaged.

273/59

finely laminated phyllite, brown,

UP

micaceous sheen, crenulation ripples

50 cm
W

beginning to form perpendicular to ill defined beds,
roughly down dip.

Figure 2.19. Highly variable metasediments observed between proposed tuff layers at an isolated locality
la [-17771 25904]. Photo courtesy of R. Sparkes.
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2.4. Pelagonian Formation
Triassic-Jurassic autochthonous basement (Zimmerman, 1972), separated from overlying mélange by the
Basal Ayios Nicolaos Thrust (Section 3.1.2.).

2.4.1 Limestone

PgM

Type locality: kh [-14382 26712]
Exposed as:
Massive carbonates, extremely resistant, blue grey, recrystallised (crystals to 0.2mm). Few beds are
visible (0.3-1m).
Laminated carbonates, similarly recrystallised, cleaving along clearly visible 4-15mm beds. Slight
variations in bed colour range from white to pale cream/yellow.
A narrow band (~20m) of marble, containing ~40mm thick dark-blue beds alternating with 1-10mm
thick more resistant (weathering proud on river-polished surfaces) crystalline (~3mm) white beds.

A ~100mm thick very finely crystalline dark grey-black basaltic sill is also exposed [-15115 26378], displaying an irregular roughly bedding-parallel contact with surrounding carbonates.

2.4.2 Phyllite

PgPh

Type Locality: gt [-15202 26314]
Present as a 40m wide, discontinuous laminated metasiltstone exposed east and south of Zavordhas, this unit
is fossil-absent, and bedding surfaces have a chloritic sheen. Rare cross laminations indicate that the unit is
not inverted. Contacts are conformable with both overlying and underlying limestones.

Interpretation:
Locally close to the top of the Pelagonian sequence, and therefore likely Jurassic in age.
Presence may indicate increasing water depth prior to emplacement, due to loading of the overriding
ophiolite.
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PgMy

2.4.3. Mylonitised Carbonates
Type locality: ge [-13867 28080]

Heavily recrystallised carbonates exposed close to the Basal Ayios Nicolaos Thrust (Section 3.1.2). Both
ductile deformation (shearing and boudinage of beds), and later brittle faults perpendicular to this are visible
(Figures 2.20, 2.21).

The contact is gradational with the carbonates of Section 2.4.1, likely formed by thrust-related stresses
during emplacement (Section 3.2.3.).

Sheared beds just visible as slight variations in colour (dark greys/blues)
Commonly around 4-10 mm thick.

W
S

N
E

Fish structure with ‘notch’. Possibly suggests
original cross bedding? More likely complex shearing
- no other evidence of cross bedding observed.

5 cm
Recent cracks in rock commonly
widen through white fish-structures.

Figure 2.20. Heavily recrystallised, mylonitised carbonates at ma [-14427 26788], polished by river action.
Redrawn from field notebook and photograph.
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a)

Bands of white marble clearly show early
ductile deformation in the form of
boudins and pinch-and-swell
structures.

20mm

20mm
b)
Later brittle deformation in the form of
high angle normal and reverse
faulting may be produced by
relaxation of the marble.

Sense of shear
movement, in the field
observed generally
topping to the
northeast.

20mm20mm

Figure 2.21. a) Photo and b) schematic diagram of a cut section of mylonitic marble.
The ductile and later brittle deformation displayed above clearly illustrates temperature evolution of the area. The ductile deformation likely occurred during faulting along the Basal Ayios Nicolaos Thrust during ophiolite emplacement.
The observed faulting shows no preference for extension or compression, and is likely due to post-emplacement relaxation of the region.
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MtGb

2.4.4. Metagabbro
Type locality: kl [-14342 27150]

An epidote, plagioclase, chlorite and hornblende bearing rock, with veins of epidosite, and of calcite and
quartz (Figure 2.22). Crystal size ranges from 0.1-20mm, generally coarsening towards the centre of unit.
Several phases of intrusion are visible as coarse [-14342 27150] (Figures 2.23, 2.24) to very finely [-14376
27094] (Figure 2.25) crystalline zones. Irregular boundaries commonly under 10mm roughly parallel the
contacts of the ~40m thick greenschist facies metabasite. One 300mm thick quartz band outcrops as a late
stage vein.

Flame-like intrusions of foliated phyllite into cracks on the western contact imply post-crystallisation
faulting along the edge of the proposed intrusion.

Previous work has suggested a tectonically intercalated origin (Rassios, verb. comm.) or evidence of
Triassic rifting (Dilek, unpublished). Observations of outcrop pattern and contacts with the mylonitised
carbonates are consistent with a pre-emplacement dyke/sill intrusion origin (Section 3.1.2).
Clear intrusional boundary between coarse
N

and fine grained material.

E

W
S

Coarsening up

Coarse black equant crystals are hornblendes.
20 mm
Figure 2.22. Metagabbro exposed near to the type locality kl [-14342 27150]. Note the two clearly defined intrusional
phases. Photo courtesy of D. Ghikas.
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HAND SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
Coarsely crystalline metabasite (right), with abundant calcite veins.
Black subhedral amphiboles visible to over
12 mm, some possibly twinned.
Clearly developed cleavage at 56°.
Anhedral green and white crystal

10 mm

masses (epidote and plagioclase).

THIN SECTION DESCRIPTION
VEIN DEPOSITS ~5%
One 10mm vein comprising ~60%
calcite, 35% quartz (around the

PLAGIOCLASE ~ 60%

outer edges) and 5% actinolite.

Extremely altered to clays,
with inclusions of
epidote and sericite (also
alteration products?)
Appearance very dusty,
original coarsely crystalline

TRACE OPAQUES

texture very faint.

Possibly ilmenite?
Particularly visible within
hornblendes.

HORNBLENDE ~ 30%
Brown - yellow-brown pleochroic

1 mm

Anhedral crystals appear to be
in disequilibrium

ACTINOLITE ~ 1%

Extremely strained, with

Needles nucleating from

small rotations between

hornblende crystals -

cleavage creating

suggesting that hornblende

unusual texture.

is a metastable phase.

EPIDOTE ~ 3%
Small equant to elongate
crystals. Anomalously bright
CLINOPYROXENE ~1%

2nd order interference colours.

~45° extinction, rare small

Brown in plane polarised light

crystals.

Within altered plagioclase.

Figure 2.23. Petrographic Observations : Sample from locality kl [-14342 27150]. Images taken in plane polarised light
(above), and under crossed polars (below). Thin section courtesy of R. Sparkes.
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HORNBLENDE ~ 30%
Partially metamorphosed to

ACTINOLITE ~ 1%

actinolite.

Exquisite pleochroic

Green-brown pleochroism

blue-green palisade

Well developed 56° cleavage

actinolite within plagioclase

angle.

veins.
Moderately high relief
Low 2nd order interference
colours.

CHLORITE (minor)
Extremely low relief.

EPIDOTE ~ 3%

Light green, slightly pleochroic.

1 mm

Small equant crystals.

Low 1st order anomalous (blue)

Brown non-pleochroic, anomalously

colours. Later crystallisation

bright 2nd order interference colours.

than completely enclosed epidote.

Crystallisation History
Igneous crystallisation

Vourinos Emplacement

Peak Metamorphic Conditions
Greenschist facies

plagioclase
augite
hornblende
actinolite
epidote
clays
sericite
chlorite
time

ROCK TYPE: GREENSCHIST FACIES HORNBLENDE-GABBRO
Figure 2.24. Petrographic Observations: Sample from locality kl [-14342 27150]. Prominent vein within image shows
synchronous growth of three metamorphic phases: actinolite, epidote and plagioclase, from which timing of crystal
growth maybe estimated (bottom). Images taken in plane polarised light (above), and under crossed polars (middle).
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HAND SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
Finely crystalline metabasite. Epidosite/calcite veins abundant to around 6mm thickness. Black crystals rarely visible
to 0.5mm, possible amphiboles. Groundmass white and green, with calcite and rare quartz veining in addition to that
of the epidosite.

THIN SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION

OPAQUES ~3%
Possibly ilmenite?

QUARTZ ~5%
Extremely fine grained,

ACTINOLITE ~ 35%

interstitial (due to water percolation

Very fine needles

through veins?).

abundant within
groundmass to 0.5mm.

CLINOPYROXENE ~2%

No clear alignment.

Augite, 87° cleavage angles

Moderate 2nd order

Low 2nd order interference

interference colours.

colours.

EPIDOTE ~ 6%

PLAGIOCLASE ~ 49%

Within groundmass, very

Extremely small laths, rarely to

small equant crystals only.

1mm, altering to clays.

Mostly found in epidosite

Visible twins give twin angles of:

veins.

12, 12, 15, 16, 15, 15, 15, 18, 14, 11, 16, 15, 12

Light brown under plane

Maximum value gives (plutonic)

1 mm

polarised light. Anomalously

composition: An35.

bright 2nd order interference

Occasionally enclosed by

colours.

clinopyroxene.
anorthosite

+qtz

pl

Original igneous

A
90
assuming no alteration

composition

+H2O

St

of cpx to hbl

leuco-

+ab

Ky, And, Sill

Crd

An
Ep, Zo
Prh
Grs

increasing
cpx-alteration
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Hbl

Alm
Chl

pyroxene-hornblende
gabbro

Ath

35

C Cc

mela-

Wol

10
plag. bearing pyroxenite

plag. bearing hornblende

Act

Dol

F

Opx
Tlc

ACF plot, with location of sample, assuming stable

plag. bearing hbl pyroxenite plag. bearing px hornblende

cpx

Cpx

hbl

phases during peak metamorphism were
plagioclase, epidote and actinolite.

ROCK TYPE: GREENSCHIST FACIES HORNBLENDE-GABBRO
Several periods of intrusion of a gabbroic melt likely resulted in crystal size variation.
Hornblendes are likely igneous in origin due to their size and small clinopyroxene preservation.

Figure 2.25. Petrographic Observations : Sample from locality kk [-14376 27094].
Above: Sketch of plagioclase groundmass. Below: Epidosite vein and groundmass with relict pyroxene.
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2.5. Quaternary sedimentation
The earliest sediments postdating emplacement are of Quaternary age, consisting of coarse, rounded to subangular, immature serpentine-limestone gravel conglomerates and carbonate breccia-conglomerates, likely
of Plio-Pleistocene age (Rassios, verb. comm.) infilling topography. The former are probably fluvial or lacustrine deposits, sourced from the surrounding lithologies. The latter, sourced from the Pelagonian Limestones, are formed by subaerial dissolution and reprecipitation promoted during wetter glacial Mediterranean
climates, and are occasionally underlain by till [-17730 26198]. Thin soils have accumulated on higher
ground, and more recently, a fertile alluvium has been deposited along the Aliakmon.
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3. STRUCTURE
3.1. Faulting
Most of the mapped faults show zones of displacement in the form of heavily sheared contact rocks.
Common kinematic indicators and foliations imply thrusting from the west. Large faults are clearly
associated with adjacent compressional deformation by shortening and lateral boudinage.

3.1.1. Emplacement-related thrusting
The dominant mapped structure is a mid to high dip thrust along which ophiolite emplacement occurred.
This thrust is highly irregular, but generally dips northwest; as a thick zone of completely serpentinised
sheared harzburgites overlying a partially serpentinised mélange (Figure 3.1).

UP

120°

300°
2m

Figure 3.1. Emplacement thrust as seen at locality an [-15380 27560].

The irregularity is particularly noticeable around [-14930 27415], where a steeply dipping sliver of
harzburgite/amphibolite is exposed. It is proposed that this sliver survived southeasterly thrusting (Figure
3.2), leaving a more resistant fragment welded to amphibolite (Section 2.2). This thin (~2m), discontinuous
amphibolite suggests early high temperature emplacement over young Fe-Ti rich basalts (Section 6.3).
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-15500

-15000

-14500
28000

Outcrop pattern of harzburgite/amphibolite
sliver a strong indicator of local emplacement direction

27500

Preimposed folds created by obduction-related regional
compression appear little affected by local emplacement
Emplacement occurred in the same direction as the sliver (i.e 130°)

Figure 3.2. Map and Cross section of the harzburgite sliver southwest of the Limestone Hill.

Serpentinised thrust-shear zones are common within the superjacent harzburgite, indicating large amounts of
water flow during emplacement. Predominantly northwest dipping, these could show a late change in
emplacement direction. However, strike variation (Figure 3.3) suggests emplacement as a fragmented/fluid
mass (Figure 3.4).
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500 m

Figure 3.3. Stereoplots of foliations within the serpentinised harzburgite.
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Suggested up-dip directions of shear zones
based on the fluid-motion hypothesis for
final ophiolite motions.

Overall direction
of emplacement

500 m

Harzburgite motions based on
foliation data.
Clockwise rotation of foliations can be
explained if the entire complex acted as a
Thermal contraction would cause normal faulting

non-rigid mass during emplacement, spreading

of the mass dipping towards the centre of the unit.

out towards the edges of the mass.

This hypothesis is unlikely as foliation rotation
requires active whole-block motion (i.e. thrusting).

This rotation then further supports the hypothesis
of northeasterly-easterly emplacement (above).

With a component of northeasterly strike-slip motion along shear surfaces, a rotation
of the ophiolitic mass is still necessary, but the local direction of emplacement
would then be closer to that of the entire ophiolite.

Figure 3.4. Interpretation of harzburgite foliations in the context of emplacement of the entire Vourinos Ophiolite.
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3.1.2. Basal Ayios Nicolaos Thrust
This steeply northwest-west dipping thrust defines the base of the mélange. This and the emplacement thrust
constrain the mélange zone to around 1km thick. In the south, the 60-85° contact is marked by heavily foliated phyllite, occasionally with phacoidal clasts of limestone ripped from the underlying Pelagonian [-16220
26208]. Bed-truncation by faults is only seen within the carbonates, as foliation/cleavage development dominates within the pelites.
North of Zavordhas, the thrust changes nature, likely due to propogation interference by the metagabbro.
Four possible structural interpretations are possible, based on field observations:
i) The metagabbro is entirely tectonically emplaced (Rassios, verb. comm.), sourced from abundant
gabbro within the ophiolitic complex. This scenario necessarily invokes ductile flow of carbonate and phyllite during emplacement, allowing rigid gabbro emplacement as a floating ‘exotic’. Supporting this proposal
are abundant foliations adjacent to the unit [-13677 27864, -14336 27282, -14376 27094] and flame-like intrusions into the metagabbro [-14336 27282] (Figure 3.5). However, later faulting within the carbonates and
a relocation of the basal mélange thrust (Figure 3.6c) could also create this. The scenario also requires that
the carbonates adjacent to the metagabbro be allochthonous - a straight contact observed along the length of
the thrust makes this unlikely.

Phyllites and bedded
100 mm

carbonates

metagabbro
metagabbro

phyllite

W
N
metagabbro

S
E

Phyllite taking up strain along

Low strain zone between

Basal Ayios Nicolaos Thrust.

exotic blocks and metagabbro.

Foliations are planes of shear along which
displacement takes place.

Figure 3.5. Contact nature between metagabbro and phyllites at fo [-14336 27282], clearly indicates faulting on the
western edge of the metagabbro. Redrawn from field notebook.
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The other proposals are based on gabbroic intrusion, supported by crystal fining towards the edges of the
unit (Figures 3.6a, b, c):
iia)
Sedimentary contact
(unlikely as phyllite heavily foliated,
with heavily serpentinised region near
metagabbro).
Mylonitic marble extensively folded
and faulted into position as part of the
Ayios Nicolaos mélange.
Dyke/sill origin for metagabbro,
Intruded pre-emplacement.
Small sliver of phyllite as intrusion
briefly moves away from contact.
Metagabbro cut off by faulting.
Basal Ayios Nicolaos thrust continues along strike,
obscured due to similarity of units.

Figure 3.6a. Both gabbro and mylonitic limestone are part of the Ayios Nicolaos Formation (autochthonous mélange).
Previous fieldwork (Zimmerman, 1972) also indicates the fault crosses the river, although it fails to distinguish separate lithologies, such as the metagabbro unit.

iib)
Faulting here runs along the
limestone-phyllite boundary throughout.

Gabbro intrusion must have occurred after
emplacement induced faulting, as the
unit itself exhibits no evidence of faulting.

Greenschist to epidote-amphibolite facies
metamorphism would therefore suggest intrusion
immediately following emplacement.

Intrusion ceases where the fault bends
crossing the Aliakmon. No obvious reason
for kinking of fault.
Figure 3.6b. Metagabbro associated with both mélange unit and Triassic/Jurassic limestone.
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iic)
Horizontal and vertical dyke/sill origin
for metagabbro, intruded pre-emplacement.
Mylonitisation of Pelagonian units caused by stresses
not taken up by faulting.

Propagation of Basal Ayios Nicolaos Thrust from the west.

Offset of phyllite by minor offset of propogating thrust.

A change of fault orientation was favoured due
to the brittle metagabbro - support for the thrust running
along this unit include heavily foliated phyllite and
phyllite intrusion into cracks in metagabbro.

Figure 3.6c. Metagabbro associated only with autochthonous Pelagonian limestone.

Field observations suggest proposal iic as most probable – an offshoot of the fault explains offset of the
phyllite and an absence of gabbro to the south. In this scenario, faulting propagated from the southwest,
attempting to continue further into the Pelagonian Formation. Finding less resistance along the limestonephyllite-gabbro contacts, faulting changed orientation and continued development to the north.
The different competencies of units and the resulting tendency to fold at different wavelengths creates the
approximately planar faulting observed.

3.1.3. Intra mélange faulting
The mélange is formed from complex faulting of material overridden by the ophiolite. Discussed more fully
in Section 3.3.
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3.2. Folding
3.2.1. Northern ‘Matrix’ Folds
Tight ‘z’-folds observed near the emplacement thrust at ag [-15235 27862] (Figure 3.7) yield excellent
stereoplot fit (Figure 3.8), supporting local southeasterly emplacement derived from harzburgite foliations
(Section 3.1.1.).
Longer wavelength folds are implied from data near [-14678 27590], giving another stereoplot (Figure 3.9),
with similar best fit hinge, but likely steeply southwest-dipping axial planes.

Interpretation:
Initial folds are caused by obduction-related, northeast-southwest shortening.
These are later modified by southeasterly thrusting, especially close to the ophiolitic contact.

trend/plunge difficult to
UP
130°

310°

trend/plunge 325/41

discern, as only a flat

fold axis 235/41

surface is exposed.

broad calcareous
band (~50mm).
1m

calcite vein with
surrounding phyllites
fracturing.

NEW ZAVORDHAS ROAD
trend/plunge 329/41
fold axis 237/43

possible evidence for
sharp downturn of
beds near fault.

Figure 3.7. Locality ag [-15235 27862]. Note the abundant folds within phyllites and carbonates adjacent to a
proposed thrust fault within metasediments. The overlying harzburgite was probably emplaced along a fault dipping
similarly to the axial planes observed here. Redrawn from field notebook.
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Figure 3.8. Stereoplot from locality ag [-15235 27862]. Lower hemisphere projection.

Figure 3.9. Stereoplot of poles to bedding within the mélange north of Zavordhas monastery, around the limestone
hill. No evidence constraining axial planes within folding although these likely dip towards the southwest. Lower hemisphere projection.
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3.2.2. Panagia Folds
In the south, a large very poorly exposed mélange block (assumed to be a single block due to compositional
similarities over a large area - exposure is too poor to confirm this) containing tuffaceous and sedimentary
layers has yielded data strongly suggesting regional folding again due to emplacement from the west (Figure
3.10). Although the nature and timing of folding is extremely uncertain due to poor exposure, more extreme
folding appears concentrated near faulted boundaries - folding may therefore have occurred synchronously
with thrust development within the melange.

Figure 3.10. Stereoplot of layering/bedding within the large exotic block east of Panagia Monastery, supporting the
suggestion of internal folding imposed by obduction-related shortening. Lower hemisphere projection.

3.2.3. Zavordhas Folds
High temperature ophiolitic emplacement resulted in ductile deformation within the crystalline carbonates
east of Zavordhas. The proposed offshoot of the basal Ayios Nicolaos fault may have created short wavelength folds at ki [-14365 26862] (Figures 3.11, 3.12); why similar folding is absent at [-14406 26980] is
unknown.

Tight folds were also created within the mylonitic marbles to the north (Figure 3.13) by the Basal Ayios
Nicolaos Thrust. Resistance to shearing by the brittle metagabbro may have contributed to this, also
reducing the degree of subjacent folding, instead favouring faulting along the contact.
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UP
W

E

70
206

39
239
39
230

55

67
62

278 28

215

214
212

31
244
291

24

1m

62
219

Figure 3.11. Open to tight rounded folds within recrystallised limestones seen at locality ki [-14365 26862]. Redrawn
from field notebook.

Figure 3.12. Stereoplot of the folds observed at ki [-14365 26862].
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UP
W

E

5m
Figure 3.13. Folding within the mylonitised limestones/marbles at iq [-13683 27902], with interpretative cross section.
It is likely that both mylonitisation and folding were caused by the same process. Activation of the Basal Ayios Nicolaos
Thrust caused shearing of beds. Resistance to shearing by the brittle metagabbro induced fold creation in the overlying
limestones.
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3.3. Mélange Structure
The Ayios Nicolaos Formation comprises a mosaic of fault blocks showing much lower deformation than
the material in which they rest. Chaotic block arrangement and long axis variation from <10cm to >1 km are
observed. The large blocks in the south are separated by narrow heavily foliated phyllite and serpentine fault
zones, and are likely stacked thrust sheets, heavily folded but showing little internal faulting.

It is suggested that during the emplacement of ophiolites, weaker lithologies become a sheared and faulted
matrix, supporting fragments of more resistant rocks, forming exotic blocks as isolated phacoids ( engör,
2003). Major thrusts may therefore be obscured within the matrix. This appears to be the case in the
Vourinos, with metapelites forming the matrix within which exotic blocks float. Figure 3.14 shows a much
simplified structural interpretation of the mélange.

Close to the emplacement contact, a high abundance of serpentinite clasts, typically of 10-30 cm scale [18076 25680, -16606 26282, -17617 26118] are observed, whilst near to the limestone contact angular
limestone and resistant phyllite clasts are found [-16220 26208] typically 10-100cm in scale. These small
exotics (<5m) are commonly found with their short axes perpendicular to the contact: evidence of tectonic
intercalation minimising forces on the clasts after they are ripped from formations into the mélange. Spatial
reconstructions are made difficult by unknown locations and displacements of thrusts within the mélange.

Primarily surrounded by phyllitic material, the allochthonous exotic blocks are highly variable in nature, and
include: metamorphosed phyllites, hard mudstones, cherts, tuffs and marbles. The proposed Panagia folds
(3.2.2.) suggest intra-block folding as well as faulting, and therefore stress reduction within the mélange by
both ductile and brittle processes.
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but not to many of the folds in the area.

53

shearing preferentially locates parallel to bedding.

Phyllite-phyllite faults are obscured as

Figure 3.14. A simplified interpretation of faulting within the tectonic mélange.

to overriding of the ophiolite complex.

regional northeast-southwest shortening prior

It is proposed that emplacement caused significant

must have formed prior to thrust sheet formation.

Therefore folds in the north of the area

form roughly parallel to foliations within the harzburgite,

Note how the thrust sheets are proposed to

varying brown fills.

Different phyllite sheets are assigned
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4. METAMORPHISM
4.1 Cleavage
Bedding parallel cleavage, especially within the phyllitic mélange, is common. However, in only nine sites
was development of a single, consistent and penetrative secondary cleavage trace observed. Stereoplot
analysis suggests development of crenulation cleavage by a deformational phase (or phases) related to
folding in the area (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. Stereoplot of cleavage-bedding and joint-bedding intersections. Mean intersection shows strong similarity
to fold hinges suggesting that the same deformation event (emplacement) contributed to both fold formation and
cleavage/joint creation.

4.2 Brittle/Ductile deformation
The emplacement of the ophiolite had a marked effect on subjacent units. Close to the emplacement thrust,
mudstones were in places altered to coarsely crystalline schists [-17357 26170], with quartz rich layers
sheared yielding clear kinematic indicators (Figure 4.2) – evidence of high (>350°C) temperatures during
emplacement.

Throughout the area, there are indications of a ductile-brittle transition concurrent with and postdating
emplacement. Shearing within the ophiolitic complex indicates elevated deformation temperatures,
promoted by hydrothermal circulation, followed by cooling related jointing. Within the Pelagonian
carbonates, the transition takes the form of abundant minor faulting roughly perpendicular to previously
imposed mylonitisation (Figure 2.21). Corroborating evidence comes from metamorphic information
(Section 4.4).
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dark brown, extremely resistant and
finely crystalline schist-grade
metapelite - laminae 2-3 mm.

small crack opened within
quartz band.

UP
130°

310°

50 mm
thick quartz band clearly exhibits

3D nature of kinematic indicator structure suggests

evidence of shearing/mylonitisation.

southeasterly thrusting. As emplacement thrust is interpreted
as generally northeasterly, this indicates a flow component of
the emplacement - ‘splaying’ at the margins.

Figure 4.2. Heavy shearing of phyllitic material. Large quartz veins also sheared and fractured - bands displaced.
Location around 10m from main emplacement thrust. Redrawn from notebook, locality jy [-17357 26170].

4.3. Alteration and Inverse metamorphism
The emplacement of ophiolitic material over cold sediments resulted in an inverse metamorphic gradient.
Facies assemblages within the epidote-amphibolite indicate peak temperatures of 400-550°C, whilst
greenschist facies conditions prevailed in the underlying mélange. A possible P-T evolution plot is provided
(Figure 4.3). Zeolites found in mélange-serpentinite (Figure 4.4) are likely due to late water infiltration,
allowing low grade retrogressive metamorphism. Widespread recrystallisation throughout the subjacent
limestones occurred at least to the edges of the mapping area to the east and south.

4.4. Temperature evolution
Within the amphibolite underlying the Vourinos Complex, hornblendes show chemical zoning, from brown
to green rims (Figure 2.7). Brown cores are interpreted as titanium-rich, which partitions into hornblende at
high temperatures, and the green as iron-rich, partitioning at lower temperatures.
Further from the contact hornblendes are found nucleating actinolite – either due to an amphibole miscibility
gap, or metastable preservation of high temperature hornblende – either way, temperature evolution is
preserved.
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1 Rapid ‘burial’ by ophiolite emplacement.
2 Increase in temperature by both conduction
and convection by fluid circulation.
3 Cooling again by advection of circulating waters.
4 On pressure and temperature conditions
approximating the conductive geotherm,
erosion causes further P-T evolution to
roughly follow this trend.

Figure 4.3. P-T evolution diagram of the Ayios Nicolaos Mélange, based on thin section analysis and an inverse
metamorphic gradient imposed by emplacement.

Veins infilled with zeolites.

Melanocratic heavily serpentinised
lithology.

Large radiate zeolite masses.

5 mm

Figure 4.4. Zeolites within heavy serpentinised lithology, possibly basaltic, evidence of low temperature alteration
encouraged by localised fluid flow at ja [-17893 25950]. Redrawn from photograph.
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5. GEOMORPHOLOGY
Geomorphological characteristics within the mapped area are relatively few. The Aliakmon River tends to
run through the mélange unit, although is generally unaffected by individual lithological contacts, except
where the basal Ayios Nicolaos thrust runs along the metagabbro and mylonitic marbles.

The main harzburgite-phyllite thrust in the southwest forms cliffs and scree slopes, due to the large decrease
in resistance with increasing serpentinisation towards the contact (Figure 5.1). On a smaller scale, a clear
break in slope and change in vegetation is observed within the Pelagonian limestones where phyllite
outcrops, constraining the unit thickness (Figure 5.2). Towards the north, geomorphological characteristics
include the prominent hill formed by the limestone exotic block, a gully along which the harzburgite sliver
runs, and gullies constrained by mapped anticlines and synclines (Figure 5.3).
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break in slope and increase in vegetation at the harzburgite-phyllite thrust, and the Aliakmon cutting through mélange seprentine between phyllite and hard metasediments.

Figure 5.1. View over River Aliakmon from southeast bank near [-17563 26092]. Overlay reveals the geology and geomorphological characteristics of the area. Note the
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Limestone bedding clearly visible.

Line of trees following likely minor normal fault
(maximum displacement around 4m).
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Cliff Lodge
Phyllite band marked by highly

30 m

vegetated area of hillside.
Figure 5.2. Looking toward Mount Ayios Nicolaos from gy [-15121 26448]. Note the clear break in slope and increase
in vegetation constraining the (mostly obscured) phyllite unit to within around 2m. Redrawn from field notebook.
UP
Bedding orientation at summit only visible from distance.
130°

310°

fz

small dip in topography.

small dip in topography.

harzburgite ridges.

10 m

heavily vegetated gully with small outcrops of phyllite.

Figure 5.3. View towards the limestone hill from az [-14957 27378]. Note the effect on topography of lithological
changes and fold and fault structures. Redrawn from field notebook.
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6. GEOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS
The development and closure of the Pindos Ocean, opened by the Early Triassic, defines the history of the
mapped area, which proceeded in several stages:

6.1. Sedimentary Deposition
The Pelagonian limestones within the mapped area represent Triassic-Jurassic shelf carbonates with very
low clastic input. Sediment nature within the Jurassic mélange (Zimmerman, 1972) reflects the upper layers
of sediments overridden during emplacement. Spatial information may therefore be preserved in sediment
compositions. Relative times of deposition cannot be estimated from stratigraphy due to the complex
tectonic nature of the mélange. A possible reconstruction of sediment locations is illustrated (Figure 6.1).

The mafic intrusions may be associated with a Triassic rifting phase (Dilek, unpublished).

Figure 6.1. Triassic-Jurassic sedimentary facies represented in Vourinos and a reconstruction of their juxtapositions.
Adapted from work on the Othris ophiolite (Rassios and Smith, 2003).
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6.2. Ophiolite Development
Gabbro and plagiogranite U-Pb dating yields ophiolite ages of 168.5±2.4 and 172.9±3.1 Ma respectively
(Liati et al., 2004). The composition of the harzburgites suggests obduction from an oceanic source, and
work on Nd-Sr, Hf-Th and Ta-Th isotopes (Noiret et al., 1981) strongly suggests a forearc origin. Although
recent discussion has disputed this hypothesis (Pelletier, unpublished), the easiest method of obduction
(Figure 6.2) is by forearc emplacement. Further support for this comes from amphibolite compositions
(Section 2.2).
Forearc Lithosphere

Forearc ophiolite:
Easy to emplace

Backarc Lithosphere

Backarc ophiolite:
Difficult to emplace

MORB Lithosphere

MORB ophiolite:
Almost impossible to emplace
Buoyant Crust
Subducting Plate
Obducting plate
Figure 6.2. Possible method of emplacement, based on the original setting of the obducted oceanic crust.
From Flower (2003).

Overall emplacement has been shown here to have occurred from the southwest, although harzburgite
foliations suggest final motions of the ophiolitic mass were locally variable (Figures 3.2, 3.3). Ar-Ar dating
on the amphibolite sole has constrained ophiolitic emplacement at 171 ± 4 Ma (Spray et al., 1984), and so
the ophiolitic material was obducted maybe only 1Ma after creation.

Possible emplacement mechanisms for the Vourinos and other ophiolites have been suggested by Rassios
and Smith (2003, Figure 6.3) and Robertson (2004, Figure 6.4). An adaptation of these, based on field
observations described in this report is proposed here (Figure 6.5).
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Symmetric spreading forms two Triassic passive
continental margins bordering the Pindos Ocean.

Pindos Ocean

W. Greece

Pelagonian Zone

Subduction starts in the Middle Jurassic
at the western margin of the Pindos ocean.

Metamorphic sole created by metamorphism
of oceanic basalts and sediments.

Harzburgite mapped is of oceanic origin (and chemical analysis has indicated a supra-subduction zone origin).
Observed obduction along the main emplacement thrust likely requires young buoyant crust.
Supra-subduction zone ophiolite emplaced
onto Pelagonian marbles.

Sediments to make up the Ayios Nicolaos Formation
sourced from the top of the subducting slab.

Easterly migration and thrusting over oceanic sediments tallies with structural and lithological observations.
This simple model yields no explanation for metabasite welding to the ophiolite,
yet not being found within the mélange.

Figure 6.3. Proposed obduction of the Vourinos Ophiolite assuming a west-dipping subduction zone (Adapted from
Rassios and Smith, 2003).
Observations supporting this hypothesis are marked thus.
Observations questioning this hypothesis are marked thus.
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Transform Initiation

P-T estimates from the metamorphic sole suggest higher metamorphic pressures
(Figures 2.8, 4.3) than would be encountered from this mechanism.

Ridge Collapse

Little evidence for collapse of mature spreading centres in this fashion.
The Ayios Nicolaos Formation contains very few extrusives,
yet this proposal would predict many, entrained from young oceanic crust.
Extrusives observed (amphibolite) have a chemical composition unlike MORB
basalts (High Fe-Ti).

Steady State Subduction

Hypothesis favoured by Robinson.
Allows formation of metamorphic sole during creation of oceanic material.
Can be equally applied to mature supra-subduction spreading centres or new rifts.
Therefore constitutes a possible mechanism for creation of the amphibolite observed
(Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.4. Suggested inception methods for ophiolite obduction by Robertson (2004) and associated development of
an amphibolite sole.
Observations supporting each hypothesis are marked thus.
Observations questioning each hypothesis are marked thus.
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Figure 6.5. Regional geological history of Vourinos Ophiolite emplacement adapted
from previous models (Rassios and Smith, 2003; Hinsbergen et al., 2005).
Field observations and analysis supporting the development of this hypothesis are marked thus.
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6.3 Slope migration and mélange formation
The Ayios Nicolaos Mélange was formed during emplacement, as the ophiolite overrode underlying marine
sediments, creating thrust sheets and a complex apron of debris (Figure 6.6).
Distal turbidites deposit laminated carbonates (Panagia Carbonate Sequence),
quartzites and possibly intermediate-acidic tuffaceous material.

Pelagonian Zone

Vourinos Ophiolite

Basement
Ophiolite emplacement folds underlying pelagic sediments,
and begins to form an apron of debris (the Ayios Nicolaos Mélange,
especially like that seen around the limestone hill (near fx)).

Continued thrusting causes breakup and
entrainment of underlying sediments.

Pelagonian Zone

Vourinos Ophiolite

Loading by ophiolite causes tilting of
Pelagonian towards the approaching
ophiolite (for example at mv [-16420 26146]).
Mélange develops into a complex folded and faulted formation
with many thrusts and shear zones, like those observed
around locality mr [-17382 26076].

Vourinos Ophiolite

Stresses within the ophiolite cause it to spread
out laterally as observed in analysed harzburgite foliations.
Figure 6.6. Later stages and effects of ophiolite emplacement - migration up the continental slope.
Field observations and analysis supporting the development of this hypothesis are marked thus.
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6.4. Metamorphism
Friction during emplacement caused mylonitisation of subjacent units, particularly phyllitic and carbonate
material. An inverted metamorphic regime was created by hot ophiolitic material overriding cool sediments.
Units directly underlying the ophiolite were metamorphosed to epidote-amphibolite facies – those further
away commonly experienced only greenschist metamorphism.

6.5. Quaternary Deposition and Tectonism
Post emplacement uplift of the region has resulted in erosion of Cretaceous limestones exposed elsewhere
overlying the Vourinos Complex. Plio-Pleistocene sediments infill topography, and are ascribed fluvial and
lacustrine depositional environments. The modern Aliakmon River cuts preferentially through mélange
lithologies, forming serpentinite/harzburgite and limestone cliffs and depositing alluvium. The area has recently been subjected to extension, revealed by a small graben at [-17220 26740] (Figure 6.7).

Thin layer of recent soils (deep red)

1m

UP
E

W

Cross bedding in dark brown lignite beds
Dominant normal fault. Total displacement
exceeds ~4m
Figure 6.7. Graben exposed in road cut at [-17220 26740], affecting quaternary palaeosols including lignite beds.
Drawn from photograph.
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7. CONCLUSION
The area around Zavordhas monastery is an ideal location to study the emplacement of the Vourinos
Ophiolite. It holds information about timing, direction and mechanism of emplacement, and also mélange
creation, metamorphism and cooling histories. Of particular interest is the classic stratigraphy of the area.
Within the ophiolite, heavily serpentinised and sheared harzburgite indicates direction of emplacement. The
underlying mélange is extremely complex, revealing faulting and folding in both the phyllitic matrix, and
exotic blocks with highly variable lithologies: marbles, phyllites, tuffs and cherts.

Although heavily faulted and often poorly exposed, much of the mélange yields stereoplot data supporting
proposed northeasterly emplacement. Further evidence comes from beautifully preserved kinematic
indicators in the form of boudins, pinch and swell structures, and mylonitised beds. Most folds have
northeast dipping hinges, and are also related to emplacement.

This mapping project has been able to support old and reveal new information about the Vourinos Ophiolite
emplacement, and studies the area in greater detail than ever before; hopefully providing a useful record
after flooding inundates much of this stunning area.
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Sheared bedding typically subparallel
to emplacement thrust.
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Less serpentinised lenses
and phacoids within more
heavily altered harzburgite.
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emplacement thrust.

Pure
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Phyllites grading to greenschists
within around 10m of the
harzburgite-thrust contact.
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Extremely sheared serpentinite.
Provenance uncertain - likely serpentinised phyllite.

Well exposed thrust contact.
Little or no amphibolite sole present.
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harzburgite.
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Panagia Carbonate Sequence
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